






























































































































































THE AMERICANS IN PANAMA

tions and assiduously work to create public opinion

favorable to American sovereignty.

Native political factions, in their extremity, make
alliances with the American interests of one kind or

another, and so complicate the situation that it appears

to be the usual case of a revolution. But the Ameri-

can dollar, even if not the primary cause, always is

a potent secondary cause, and for that reason the

United States should look a long time before it leaps

at annexation or military suzerainty.

So far as the Latin republics are concerned, what

difference would it make to them whether a European,

or the American power, dispossesses them of self-

government? If the Monroe doctrine does not stand

as a bulwark against American domination, as well as

against European domination, what boots it to them?

Would American domination be wiser or less distaste-

ful to a proud people than European domination ? To
what effect was all the revolting from Spain in the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries if it is to be suc-

ceeded in the twentieth century by American sover-

eignty? And would not the American sword in Cuba

be just as relentless in its autocratic sway as the

Spanish sword?

We cannot afford to embark on a policy of pater-

nalism in Latin America because of the damage it

would do to us through underliving our basic ideals.

This generation of Americans has before it the neces-

sity of demonstrating that self-government is possible

, among our neighbors to the South. If we do not

prove this truth, we may build a material civilization
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THE MONROE DOCTRINE

as high as the combined achievements of Egypt,

Babylon, Greece, and Rome, and still the eternal query

will arise. What shall it profit a nation if it gain the

whole world and lose its own soul ?

The Magdalena Bay incident is typical of the opera-

tions of capital in Latin America. Instead of jingoing

about Japan over this Bay, why not find out what

syndicate of capitalists is trying to force the United

States to buy it, by spreading all kinds of rumors

against a friendly power? There is no nation direct-

ing its foreign policy so wisely to-day as Japan, and

it would as soon think of securing a naval base in the

Americas as it would of attempting to annex China.

The Senate issued a warning to the world, reaffirm-

ing the Monroe doctrine as regards the securing of

naval stations in the Western Hemisphere. Europe

will respect the Monroe doctrine as long as the United

States does. It will respect it as long as the United

States maintains it as a disinterested, unselfish pro-

nunciamento. But the moment we begin gobbling up

these weak republics, that moment will Europe pounce

down upon Central and South America. And then

we will need the biggest navy our forests and mines

can supply to maintain the Monroe doctrine.

There is more than one South American republic

where Germany is regarded in a more friendly light

than the United States. Germany has aided Brazil

and Argentine to discipline their armies along modern
lines, and these republics do not have to grovel at

Uncle Sam's feet. Argentine is completing one of the

largest battleships in the world. The European policy
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THE AMERICANS IN PANAMA

will be to encourage these Latin republics on the as-

sumption that some day they may combine to humble

the United States. Napoleon sold the United States

the Louisiana purchase and remarked that he thereby

sold a territory that would one day humble England.

The most salutary thing that could happen in the

American foreign policy would be the apprehension

and execution of any American capitalists who inspire

revolutions in Latin America, rather than the hound-

ing of these republics, more sinned against than sin-

ning. From now on it is going to be a titanic struggle

with the American people to prevent the ascendency

of the dollar over principle in the interpretation of the

Monroe doctrine. There is not the slightest doubt

about our getting all that rightfully belongs to us.

Can we restrain ourselves from taking more than our

just desserts?

The Panama Canal makes us rub elbows with Latin

America as never before. Secretary Knox, in his

1912 junket to Central America, assured the Latin

republics that the United States does not crave one

foot of their territory. Such a declaration will serve

to keep the Monroe doctrine inviolate better than the

largest caliber rifles, because it notified the world that

we will not ourselves do what they have been for-

bidden to do. There is no nation in the world that

will dare fight the United States when the right is on

our side. We can keep it there only by loving our

South American neighbors as we love ourselves.
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